
Skills Shortages, Short-Term Thinking, Lack of Collaboration and Insufficient  
Funding Are Impeding Progress on IT Transformation, New Study Finds 

SAN JOSE, Calif.  (November 30, 2015)— Most frontline IT professionals around the world give their 
companies failing or near failing grades on their ability to implement transformational technologies and drive IT 
innovation to gain competitive advantage. 

According to a new research report released today, many of those running networks, data centers and 
back-end systems say lack of planning, deficiencies in key skills, insufficient funding, and a paucity of 
communications and collaboration with the business side make renovation of IT infrastructure a challenge for 
enterprises of all sizes.

Those findings – part of the Business Performance Innovation (BPI) Network’s “Transform to Better 
Perform” knowledge transfer initiative (http://www.reinventdatacenters.com) – demonstrate significant 
gaps between the desire of corporate leaders to accelerate business transformation through technology and 
their companies’ true commitment and capacity to make it happen.    

Based on a global survey of IT professionals, the new study, entitled “Bringing Dexterity to IT Complexity: 
What’s Helping or Hindering Tech Professionals,” is a sequel to earlier research based on engagement with 
business leaders globally.  Transform to Better Perform is sponsored by Dimension Data, a global leader in the 
provisioning and management of IT infrastructure solutions and services.

To download the complimentary report, please visit: http://reinventdatacenters.com/frontline-IT-report

Click here for Infographic on the study: http://reinventdatacenters.com/frontline-IT-infographic

Click here for an IT Transformation Scorecard: http://reinventdatacenters.com/frontline-IT-scorecard

The BPI Network study finds that IT organizations currently suffer from major shortages of skilled professionals 
in the very areas that businesses most want to accelerate development and innovation.  Both business 
executives and IT professionals say their companies’ top desires are for faster deployment of new applications 
and customer experiences, as well as more strategic contributions from IT.  However, IT workers say their 
biggest weaknesses are long-term planning, application development, data analytics and software engineering.  

More than 80 percent of frontline IT workers say they spend over 50 percent of their time troubleshooting and 
maintaining legacy systems instead of driving innovation. And 17 percent say they spend 90 percent of their 
time on routine maintenance tasks.  

The survey’s major findings reveal:

• Only 35 percent of respondents rate their company’s ability to adapt to new transformative technologies 
as good or very good. 

• Over 70 percent of IT workers report they have not even begun or are just “getting started” on the road 
to IT transformation. 
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• Just 15 percent have a clear and detailed plan for transformation. Over 80 percent say their plans provide 
only general direction, need updating or don’t exist at all.

• Almost 45 percent said improved collaboration between IT groups and business leaders is critically 
needed. Only 18 percent said there are active cross-functional teams in their companies today. Another  
14 percent said they rarely speak with business managers or speak only out of necessity.

“Corporate executives tell us technology-led business innovation is now a critical competitive factor in every 
sector of the global economy. But, as this study clearly demonstrates, most companies lack the people, 
processes and investments to make transformation a reality,” said Donovan Neale-May, executive director 
of the BPI Network. “We can expect to see a continuing shakeout between the leaders and laggards in 
technology-led transformation.”

“Companies are at the start of a major shift to new technology models and a dependency on next-generation 
infrastructures, applications and services as they embark on the journey to becoming a digital enterprise,” 
said Kevin Leahy, General Manager of Data Centre Solutions at Dimension Data. “The expertise and resources 
to get this done are clearly in short supply.  Companies will need to tap into the right partners with the right 
capabilities and resources to ensure they are not left behind.”

Among other complaints from the IT team are that business managers wait too long to bring them into the 
process (52 percent), don’t provide sufficient funding and resources to get the job done (48 percent), and 
then change job requirements before work can be completed (46 percent). IT workers also indicate that they 
are frequently not viewed as trusted partners in the innovation process, with more than half of respondents 
indicating that business leaders have a negative impression of the IT department.

The study also found that half of IT respondents believe their companies will eventually either move 
“everything” (13 percent) or “most operations” (37 percent) to the cloud. Some 11 percent of respondents 
said the cloud “doesn’t make sense” for their business.  Currently, 34 percent are using the cloud for 
data storage and 45 percent are using it for software-as-a-service applications. More than a third say their 
companies have not yet embraced the cloud.

About the BPI Network 
The Business Performance Innovation (BPI) Network is a peer-driven thought leadership and professional 
networking organization reaching some 50,000 heads IT transformation, change management, business 
re-engineering, process improvement, and strategic planning. It is dedicated to advancing the emerging 
roles of the Chief Innovation Officer and Innovation Strategist within today’s enterprise. The BPI Network 
brings together global executives who are champions of change within their organizations through ongoing 
research, authoritative content and peer-to-peer conversations. These functional area heads (operations, 
IT, finance, procurement, sales, marketing, product development, etc.) and line-of-business leaders are 
advocates for Innovation as a fundamental discipline and function within 21st Century organizations. They 
seek to demonstrate where and how new inventive solutions and approaches can advance business value, 
gratify customers, ensure sustainability and create competitive advantage for companies worldwide. For more 
information, visit www.bpinetwork.org.

About Dimension Data 
Founded in 1983, Dimension Data plc is an ICT services and solutions provider that uses its technology 
expertise, global service delivery capability, and entrepreneurial spirit to accelerate the business  
ambitions of its clients. Dimension Data is a member of the NTT Group. For more information, visit  
www.dimensiondata.com.
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